
the brand loyalty of a product\ or building up a brand with a good public image

He should protect his brand and avoid marketing strategies that harm it.

short-time thinking 

a) some dangerious marketing plans

c) brand loyalty

d) the importance of the consumers' beliefs

b) the importance of product's commercial name 
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this reading text from unit 10

\ or       some bad marketing strategies

introducing new cheaper products under the same name of original brand
cheapening the original brand by overusing special offers



 commerce and advertising

to build up a brand with apublic image
a rose 

American consumers

perceptions\beliefs of  the product is more important

c) what makes an internet addict?

a) effects of online addiction

d) what is the internet addiction?

b) advantages of  the internet 

by making information more accessible to all

by creating connections with different people all around theworld

products' names \ or      products' identities

1) the producer \ or 2) the reader of the text , but the first answer is better



It is a mental condition characterized by excessive use of the internet, usually causing detriment to the user.

those who are suffering from anxiety and depression 
those who have a history of other types of addiction 
those who are overly shy and cannot easily relate to their peers

internet overuse compulsive internet usepromblematic internet use 

one's health 

backache 

3. vision problems
neck pain 

forgotten responsibilities
uninished tasks 

social well-being 

persevere
excuse

consensus
roughly

reluctant

fees
this question from unit 11conviction

lack



on
found out

passed on
broken through 

hand 

underrated 
overwork

mislead 

cooperation 

had broken into

is having

found

have been cleaning 
have not had

was watching 

I should have finished my project before the end of this term.

They regret not buying a new defender last season.

He asked if anyone knew where the nearest police station was.

Ahmed asked his sister why she didn't phone him before 9:30.

unit 11
unit 11

His father advised him not to accept the first offer he got. / His father advised him against accepting the first offer he got.



a
the

X
an

X
The

Do you know the man having a book in his hand?

There have been several natural disasters caused by climate change

If you want to wear earnings, you should get your ears pierced. or (.....should have your ears pierced.

can it
didn't he

does she

 a written application
people living near...

I have an idea for a product, but I'm not sure how to get it made. or ( .....how to have it made.)

. He looks very pale.
of 

objects to having a rest this question from unit 11
this question from unit 11




